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Abstract. The electrode polarization effects on bioelectrical impedance measurement at low-frequency cannot be ignored. In 
this paper, the bioelectrical data of mice livers are measured to specify the polarization effects on the bio-impedance 
measurement data. We firstly introduce the measurement system and methodology. Using the depolarization method, the 
corrected results are obtained. Besides, the specific effects of electrode polarization on bio-impedance measurement results 
are investigated using comparative analysis of the previous and posterior correction results from dielectric spectroscopy, 
Cole-Cole plot, conductivity and spectroscopy of dissipation tangent. Experimental results show that electrode polarization 
has a significant influence on the characteristic parameters of mouse liver tissues. To be specific, we see a low-frequency 

limit resistance R0 increase by 19.29%, a reactance peak XP increase by 8.50%, a low-frequency limit conductivity l
K decrease 

by 17.65% and a dissipation peak tangent decrease by 160%. 
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1. Introduction 

The impedance characteristics of biological tissues change significantly with frequencies, which 

contains abundant inherent biophysical information. With further research on bioelectrical impedance 

detection and the biological effect of electromagnetic, the study of impedance spectroscopy 

characteristics of biological tissue becomes more and more significant. 

The research of dielectric spectroscopy of biological tissue originated from the late 19th century [1]. 

Cole brothers established the three elements equivalent circuit model and proposed the Cole-Cole 

theory, introducing the concept that the electrical impedance of biological tissue can be represented by 

an arc of the fourth quadrant [2]. Besides, Schwan made theoretical explanation of dielectric 

spectroscopy, that three different frequencies dispersion co-exist in biological tissues, namely,

α-dispersion ,β-dispersion and γ-dispersion [3]. These theories played an important role in promoting 

research on dielectric spectroscopy of tissues and cells. 
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Early researchers focused primarily on measuring resistance and capacitance of biological tissues. 

Hermann discovered that resistance is related to the direction of the applied current to the skeletal 

muscle when measuring the resistance of frog skeletal muscle [4]. Rigauld B measured the impedance 

characteristics of sheep skeletal muscles, livers, and other tissues in vitro with his colleagues, and 

drew the impedance spectra [5]. In China, researches on bioelectrical impedance are developing 

rapidly within these years. Lin measured the bioelectrical impedances in vitro, collecting a large 

variety of impedance parameters, and establishing a database of impedance spectra [6]. Ma 

investigated dielectric properties of human and rat blood and clarified the frequency characteristics of 

normal blood cell dielectric properties [7]. 

Although researches on the impedance spectroscopy characteristics of biological tissue have made 

outstanding progress, the effect of electrode polarization on the measurement system cannot be 

neglected. On the contacting surface of the electrode and the measured object, an electric dipole layer 

is formed and a jumping potential called electrode potential is generated. The electrode potential 

varies with the applied electrical signal. Resistance and capacitance induced by electrode polarization 

affected the tissues biological impedance spectroscopy measurement adversely, especially in the 

audio/radio frequency bands [8]. For cell suspensions, the effect of electrode polarization is strong 

enough to overshadow the useful bioelectrical information in theα-dispersion , which makes it very 

difficult to distinguish the real and false information for diagnosis or treatment in clinical applications. 

Over the past years, many methods have been proposed to solve the polarization problem. For 

instance, platinum is used as the electrode material for its surface can be covered with a layer of rough 

platinum black to further eliminate electrode polarization [9]. It is also reported that four-electrode 

array sensors are designed to measure the electrical parameters of tissues. However, these methods 

cannot completely eliminate electrode polarization and it inherently exists in the radio frequency 

regions. As a result, depolarization corrections are inevitably required. 

In this paper, a depolarization correction method proposed by Raicu et al. [10] in 1998 is described, 

and newly designed experiments are carried out to test its performance. Finally, differences between 

parameters with and without corrections are obtained, which could be further used in clinical 

applications that require accurate dielectric spectroscopy. 

2. Methodology 

Raicu et al. proposed that the spurious impedance can be expressed as a combination of a series of 

frequency-dependent resistances (RP) and capacitances (RP). They are in series with the impedance of 

detected tissue represented by a parallel combination of resistance
s

R and capacitance
s

C of the 

measured tissue. The total impedance can be given as a function of the angular frequency 
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Whereω is the angular frequency 2* *pi fω = , pi is the circumference ratio and f is frequency, 

j is an operator expressed square root of -1. 

Resistance and capacitance induced by polarization is given by Eq. (2). 
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where A, B, m and n are positive constants. Assuming that both
s

C and
s

R are frequency-independent, 

the derivative of the real part of ( )Z ω
with respect toω takes the following form: 
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Likewise, the derivative of the imaginary part of ( )Z ω  with respect toω takes the following form: 
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As ω →0, the second term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (3) and (4) become negligible compared 

to the first term, thus we can obtain the approximated equations as Eq. (5). 
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Take logarithm of the both sides of Eq. (5): 
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The real and imaginary part of ( )Z ω  corresponding to each frequency can be obtained from 

experimental data. When plotted against logω , the curves are linear over the frequency range where 

electrode polarization dominates. By calculating the slope and intercept of the curves, constants A, B, 

m, n can be determined and the spurious resistance and capacitances caused by electrode polarization 

can be obtained. Finally, depolarization correction can be accomplished through vector subtraction for 

each point of raw data. 
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(a) 

 
(b)                   (c)                 (d)  

Fig. 1. Impedance measurement system. (a) Measurement system structure, (b) LCR Meter, (c) Measuring cellstructure and 

(d) Measuring cell. 

 

Raicu et al. used this method to successfully correct their experimental results from rat liver in vivo 

and analyzed the effect of portal perfusion with isotonic glucose solution in 1998 [10]. Stoneman et al. 

also used this method to correct the data from normal and cancerous breast tissues in 2007, concluding 

that dielectric spectroscopy has the potential to become the feasible way to detect breast cancer in vivo 

[11]. 

3. Experiments 

3.1. Materials 

In order to verify the feasibility of the above method, an impedance measurement system (Figure 1) 

is built. It consists of a ZM2371 LCR meter from NF Company, a measurement cell, measurement 

electrodes and a PC laptop. 6 healthy female mice of the same batch from the Institute of Cancer 

Research (ICR), weighted (35 ± 2) g, were prepared, dissected with their livers taken as tissues for test. 

Tested tissue is fully filled in the measurement cell after trimming and the cell is connected to a LCR 

meter through the adapter (ZM2392) and fixture before measurement. Room temperature is controlled 

at (25 ± 1)οC. 

3.2. Measurement methods 

Firstly, we need to make sure LCR meter has been calibrated with open, short and load calibration 

before measurement. Then we put the trimmed samples into the measurement cell, set the LCR into 

Z θ− mode, and select 53 frequencies between 1-100 kHz to measure the dielectric spectroscopy. The 

measured impedances and phases can be converted into the relative permittivity
r

ε and conductivity 

K using the Eqs. (8)-(10): 

cos , sin , ,
s p s p

R Z X Z R R R C X Cθ θ= ⋅ = ⋅ = − = −  (8) 
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where C and G are the measured sample equivalent capacitance and equivalent conductance, 

respectively. d and S are the sample length and the test chamber cross-sectional area. f is the 

frequency and 
0

ε = 12
8.85419 10 /F m

−

× is the vacuum permittivity. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Parameter calculation 

The measured data against logω are plotted in Figure 2. 

In Figure 2, the horizontal axis represents angular frequency and the vertical axis represents the 

left-hand side of Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. Use the linear fitting function in Origin 8.5, two 

straight lines are obtained. Their slopes and intercepts can then be used to calculate the values of 

constants A,B,m,n as: =4621.5A , = 2.59e- 4B , 0.21m = , 0.68n = . 

 

  
 (a)                                             (b) 

Fig. 2. Line fitting in depolarization correction. (a) Real part fitting and (b) Imaginary part fitting. 
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 (a)                                              (b) 

Fig. 3. Correction results in dielectric spectroscopy and Cole-Cole plot of impedance. (a) Dielectric spectroscopy of mouse 

liver and (b) Cole-Cole plot of impedance of mouse liver. 

4.2. Correction of the dielectric spectroscopy and Cole-Cole plot  

According to the results above, the resistance
p

R and capacitance
p

C induced by polarization can be 

obtained using Eq. (2). The conductivity and the permittivity calculated by Eqs. (8)-(10) at each 

frequency are plotted in Figure 3. 

Figure 3(a) shows the dielectric spectroscopy of mouse liver tissues, the horizontal axis represents 

the excitation frequency and the vertical axis represents the conductivity and relative permittivity of 

tested samples. The curves indicate the nonlinear characteristics of conductivity and relative 

permittivity with frequency, which is accordance with the dispersion theory. Relative permittivity 

decreases and conductivity rises gradually with increasing frequency, which indicates that the 

dielectric properties of cell change from high resistance to low resistance. The main influence of 

electrode polarization on relative permittivity exists when frequency is below 1 kHz. While for 

conductivity, major impact exists when frequency is below 10 kHz. Electrode polarization increases 

the value of relative permittivity when frequency is below 1 kHz, while decreases the value of 

conductivity when frequency is below 10 kHz. After depolarization corrections, the effect of 

resistance and capacitance generated by electrode polarization can be eliminated. 

Figure 3(b) shows the corrected results in Cole-Cole plot of tissue impedance. The vertical axis 

represents the minus reactance, and the horizontal axis represents the resistance with frequency 

gradually increasing from right to left.
0

R is corresponding to the minimum value of X at the lowest 

frequency, and R
∞

is corresponding to the minimum value of X at infinite frequency. The peak value 

of X corresponding to the top of the arc is marked as
p

X at
c1
f .By depolarization, it is obvious that the 

corrected data move to the direction of low impedance significantly at the low-frequency region 

compared with the raw measured data.  

The corrected 
0new

R (3792.5Ω ) reduces by 19.29% compared with the initial 
0

R  (4699.1Ω ). And 

the corrected 
pnew

X (1203.8Ω ) reduces by 8.50% compared with the initial 
p

X (1315.7Ω ). Besides, 

there is no difference between 
new

R
∞

and R
∞

, 
c1new
f and

1c
f , namely,R

∞
= 

new
R
∞

=1312.4Ω , c1new
f =

1c
f

=10KHz. From Figure 3(b), the upturned phenomena at low frequency is improved obviously, which 
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acts as a proof that the errors at low frequency are caused by the effects of electrode polarization, 

which can be eliminated using the depolarization method proposed in this paper. 

4.3. Correction of conductivity and the spectroscopy of dissipation tangent 

Figure 4(a) shows the corrected results in Cole-Cole plot of tissue conductivity. The horizontal axis 

represents the real part of the conductivity (
'

K K= ), and the vertical axis represents the imaginary 

part of the conductivity ( ( )''

0h
K ε ε ωε= − ). The entire curve is an arc in the first quadrant, and 

frequency gradually increases from right to left. The value of 
'

K corresponding to the minimum value 

of 
''

K at low and high frequency are
l

K and
h

K , respectively. The peak value of 
''

K corresponding to 

the top of the arc is denoted as ''

P
K , and frequency corresponding to ''

P
K is named as the characteristic 

frequency
2c

f .The low-frequency parts of the corrected data move to the direction of high conductivity 

significantly compared with the measured data. Corrected 
lnew

K (0.02) rises by 17.65% compared with 

the initial 
l

K  (0.017). Other parameters don’t change too much after corrections, for example, 
hnew

K

=
h

K =0.055，
c2new
f =

2c
f =25KHz， ''

Pnew
K = ''

P
K =0.013. 

Figure 4(b) shows the correction results in the spectroscopy of dissipation tangent (
''

'
tan εδ

ε
= ). 

The horizontal axis represents frequency and the vertical axis represents the dissipation tangent. The 

entire curve indicates that the dissipation tangent of tissue changes with the frequency. Dissipationδ  

represents the ratio of cell loss energy to its stored energy. The most obvious difference between the 

two curves is the height of peak, and the difference firstly increases and then gradually reduces with 

increasing frequency. Corrected tan
pnew

δ (19.16) is 1.6 times larger than the initial tan
p

δ (7.37), and 

the two peak frequencies are also slightly different. These indicate electrodes polarization makes 

dissipation tangent of tissue reduce about 1.6 times than the actual value, and increases the peak 

frequency slightly. 

 

  
(a)                                                 (b) 

Fig. 4. Correction of conductivity and the spectroscopy of dissipation tangent. (a) Cole-Cole plot of conductivity of mouse 

liver and (b) The spectroscopy of dissipation tangent. 
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5. Conclusion 

To summarize, this paper presents a method to eliminate the effects of electrodes polarization, 

which can be used to correct experimental data (depolarization). Besides, the specific effects of 

electrode polarization in bio-impedance measurement results are investigated by comparative analysis 

of previous and posterior correction results. Electrode polarization effects have a significant influence 

on some characteristic parameters of mouse liver tissues: electrode polarization effects lead to a 

low-frequency limit resistance R0 increase by 19.29%, a reactance peak XP increase by 8.50%, a 

low-frequency limit conductivity Kl decrease by 17.65%, and a dissipation peak tangent decrease by 

160%. 

The low-frequency dielectric parameters are more important in reflecting the electrical properties of 

the extracellular fluids. Extracellular fluid is the direct living environment of cells, whose dielectric 

properties involves strong research interest, as the low frequency electrode polarization makes 

measurements incredible. The ability to detect disease using dielectric spectroscopy is based on 

accurate analysis of dielectric spectroscopy and correct extraction of characteristic parameters. The 

results of the above experiments confirmed the presence of electrode polarization and its significant 

negative effect. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the electrode polarization effects to obtain 

accurate dielectric spectroscopy and characteristic parameters in the clinical application of dielectric 

spectroscopy, e.g., breast cancer detection [11] and anemia detection [12] using dielectric 

spectroscopy. Also, depolarization correction method proposed in this paper can eliminate the impact 

of electrode polarization effects, which can lay the foundation for the study of low frequency dielectric 

properties in the future. 
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